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Civil registration and vital statistics: progress in the data revolution for counting and accountability
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New momentum for civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) is building, driven by the confluence of growing demands for accountability and results in health, improved equity, and rights-based approaches to development challenges, and by the immense potential of innovation and new technologies to accelerate CRVS improvement. Examples of country successes in strengthening of hitherto weak systems are emerging. The key to success has been to build collaborative partnerships involving local ownership by several sectors that span registration, justice, health, statistics, and civil society. Regional partners can be important to raise awareness, set regional goals and targets, foster country-to-country exchange and mutual learning, and build high-level political commitment. These regional partners continue to provide a platform through which country stakeholders, development partners, and technical experts can share experiences, develop and document good practices, and propose innovative approaches to tackle CRVS challenges. This country and regional momentum would benefit from global leadership, commitment, and support.

Introduction
In 2007, a Lancet Series—Who counts?—drew attention to a global issue of invisibility in which the poorest and most vulnerable people in society are unregistered and uncounted owing to weak civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) systems.1–5 The low level of investment to improve CRVS was characterised as “the single most critical development failure over the past 30 years.”

When CRVS systems are dysfunctional, decision makers and planners do not have the most basic information they need—about changes in population size, distribution, fertility, and mortality patterns—to inform and formulate economic, social, and health policies and respond adequately to people's needs for current and future services.6

This Series provides new evidence to support the rationale for strengthening of CRVS as a human rights, governance, and development imperative. This first paper describes developments in countries, regionally and globally, and positions CRVS as part of the data revolution called for in the report of the UN Secretary-General’s High-level Panel of Eminent Persons.7 The second paper presents compelling evidence that strengthening of CRVS is not only important from a statistical perspective, but is a previously underappreciated health and development intervention in its own right.8 The third paper provides a comparative overview of CRVS system performance in almost 150 countries and territories on the basis of a new Vital Statistics Performance Index, and shows its use for systematic and objective monitoring of CRVS progress worldwide.9 The final paper makes the case for implementation research and documentation of country experiences to bolster the evidence base for CRVS, and calls for bold global leadership to overcome fragmentation and inefficiency in support of development partners to countries.10 Together, these papers show that CRVS is at the cusp of a revolutionary move forwards for individual rights and equity, population and health data, and improved accountability.

Functions and use of CRVS
Civil registration is an administrative system to record occurrence and characteristics of major vital events (notably, births and deaths).11 The main function of civil registration is to provide individuals with documentation needed to establish legal identity and family relationships, make claims of nationality, exercise civil and political rights, access services, and participate in modern societies. For children particularly, such documentary evidence of identity helps to protect them from exploitation and hardship.12 Ability to prove family relationship and status is likewise crucial to women’s empowerment and participation.13

Additionally, records of vital events from civil registration are a key source of vital statistics for fertility

Search strategy and selection criteria
The search strategy included a search of websites of international health and development agencies with mandates covering aspects of civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS), a search of relevant electronic databases (PubMed and Google Scholar), scanning of reference lists from relevant published studies, study of conference proceedings, and direct contacts with technical and in-country experts for references to relevant publications and grey literature. Preference was given to papers with a focus on low-income and middle-income countries and that addressed CRVS in a systemic way. Exclusion criteria were a reference period before 2000 and the production of vital statistics from sources other than the civil registration system.
The challenges countries face

Many low-income and middle-income countries do not have adequate CRVS systems that cover the entire population, register and certify all births and deaths with associated key characteristics, and consolidate this information into vital statistics. Worldwide, one in three children aged 5 years or younger have not had their births registered and so do not exist officially. An estimated two-thirds of deaths are never registered and are therefore not counted in the vital statistics system; more than half of WHO member states obtain either no data for mortality and cause of death, or obtain data of such poor quality that they are of little value for public health policy and planning.15,16

Many reasons exist for this poor state of affairs. Although most countries have legislation requiring births and deaths to be reported to local registration offices, the law might be incomplete, out-of-date, and poorly enforced. The dual nature—legal and statistical—of CRVS systems adds substantial complexity to implementation. Typically, the CRVS system comprises several, often poorly linked, subsystems under the responsibility of different government ministries, such as home affairs, justice, population, statistics, or health. The non-governmental sector, such as religious entities, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), community-based organisations, and civil society likewise have parts to play. NGOs often monitor quality of service provision, especially for the poor and for minority groups.7 Effective coordination and a timely flow of information between different organisations is necessary to ensure quality of legal documentation and of resultant vital statistics.

Additionally, performance of the CRVS system depends on the extent to which individuals and families collaborate in the process of registration. People might not be aware of the need to register, and registration facilities might be inaccessible owing to physical, economic, or sociocultural barriers. For poor and marginalised individuals, the putative advantages of registration have little meaning compared with the day-to-day challenges to put food on the table, find shelter, and ensure personal security. Efforts to strengthen CRVS systems should be cognisant of the complex economic and social cultural circumstances that are obstacles to registration, take action to remove obstacles such as distance and costs, and introduce positive incentives, including access to services and benefits. CRVS should be seen as a service to the people rather than an imposition by the authorities, and should foster trust between the state and society.

In most countries, births are more likely to be registered than deaths, mostly because the perceived benefits of birth registration to families are more direct and immediate than those of death registration. In India, for example, death registration coverage is 66% compared with more than 80% for births.17 Birth registration can be increased through links with the
health sector and use of health service contact points, such as maternity care and immunisation, as opportunities for notification of vital events to registration authorities. In South Africa, birth and death registration have been greatly improved by location of registration facilities in hospitals and health centres and provision of mobile registration units in remote areas.29 This provision helped to reduce the proportion of late birth registrations from more than 70% of total registrations during 1996–2000 to less than 30% in 2010–11.20 Death registration can be increased through links with mortuaries and institutions responsible for issuance of burial or funeral permits. In Egypt, death registration coverage is almost complete because a death certificate is needed to obtain a burial permit.21 Enforcement of registration law is crucial: in many countries, inadequate supervision and availability of unlicensed cemeteries resulted in a substantial number of deaths being missed in the CRVS system.22

Children are often not registered shortly after birth, but only when the certificate is needed for a specific purpose such as school enrolment. Such late registration is especially pervasive in Bangladesh, Mozambique, Nepal, and Rwanda, but less pronounced in Philippines and Vietnam (figure).23 By contrast, coverage in Pakistan is low across all age groups. Although from the child’s perspective, late registration is better than no registration, the practice is associated with overall under-registration of births and unreliable vital statistics. Late registration likewise results in under-reporting of child deaths (particularly in the early neonatal period); because neither birth nor death is recorded, child mortality is seriously underestimated. Late registration can be reduced by increased involvement of health facilities in the registration process. In Mexico, for example, after involvement of the Ministry of Health in birth certification in 2008, late registration decreased by 10% overall, with a reduction of more than 15% in some states (Lozano R, unpublished).

Even when most deaths are registered, to ensure that cause of death is correctly ascertained can be difficult. Accurate medical cause-of-death certification might be compromised when physicians do not have the skills to complete the international standard death certificate.23,24 Unreliable cause-of-death statistics also result from inadequate capacity for statistical coding according to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD).25

When deaths that occur outside the health system are reported, cause of death is sometimes identified by lay officials who do not have the necessary medical acumen, training, and knowledge to do so correctly.25 This issue leads to high proportions of ill-defined causes of death that are of little use for public health policy making.27,28 Although death can be reported by families, lay people, or the police, only a medically trained person can reliably diagnose the underlying disease or injury that led to death. When hospital cause-of-death data are amalgamated with lay-reported causes, the resulting death distribution does not reliably show the cause-of-death pattern of the population.29,30 Verbal autopsy is the only viable alternative method to identify population-level causes of death, but has not been widely implemented outside research settings.11,12

Growing momentum

Although trend data suggest small improvements of quality of reported mortality statistics and of birth registration coverage (appendix),14 overall progress has been described as “disappointing and excruciatingly slow”.31 Despite this pessimistic assessment, change is beginning to occur, with valuable lessons emerging from country initiatives and growing regional and global momentum.

Countries seize the moment

Countries that have embarked on CRVS improvement initiatives in the past decade include Albania,14,35 Bangladesh,36 Brazil,37 Egypt,38 Fiji,39 India,40 Jordan,41 Kazakhstan,42 Mozambique,43 Philippines,44,45 South Africa,14,46 and Sri Lanka.47 Several countries, including Afghanistan, Botswana, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Laos, and Yemen, with support from regional development partners, are in the process of completion of national CRVS assessments and formulation or implementation of improvement plans.48 Many countries in the Pacific region are working to modernise their CRVS systems, with support of partners through the Pacific Vital Statistics Action Plan.48

Although some countries are in the early stages of CRVS improvement, others are well advanced and have achieved substantial results. In India, for example, birth registration coverage increased from less than 60% in 2001 to more than 80% in 2010. Death registration coverage likewise improved, although evidence exists that progress has slowed since 2007 (appendix).49 Whatever the level of development of the CRVS system, valuable experiences exist from which to learn. One of these lessons is to ensure
that the legislative underpinnings for CRVS systems are appropriate and up-to-date. Several countries, including Afghanistan, Albania, Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan have introduced legislative and administrative reforms designed to improve civil registration.57

Another lesson learnt is the need to build links across sectors. In Fiji, collaboration between ministries was crucial to development of the national CRVS plan (panel 1).58 The importance of integration of birth registration into the health sector at the local level has been highlighted in several projects.40 In the Philippines, for example, work with medical training institutions and health professionals to improve cause-of-death ascertainment is a key component of the national improvement plan (appendix).41 Projects in Kenya, Malawi, Morocco, and Zambia focus on strengthening of links between civil registrars and the health sector.42

Countries with low registration have introduced interventions to overcome obstacles, for example, by elimination of fees and introduction of incentives such as links between registration and service delivery. In general, identification of incentives is more straightforward for birth registration than for death registration, especially in communities in which people have little wealth to pass on to their descendants. Death registration can be increased by links between registration and burial permits and by encouragement of religious authorities to advocate registration. Information and advocacy campaigns are important means to raise awareness and commitment of people working in CRVS systems and to convince families of the importance of registration for identification of interventions designed to prevent premature death in the future.

Experiences of countries show that holistic, systemic approaches involving stakeholders across several sectors—especially health, statistics, registration, justice, home affairs, and civil society organisations—are needed for effective CRVS improvements. Development partners and donors should coordinate their support with country efforts and country-led priorities and plans that are most likely to be sustained over time.

Drivers for change

Several drivers of this country momentum exist. Functioning CRVS systems are increasingly seen as fundamental to good governance and sound national administrative systems because they enable greater political participation, underpin accountability, and enable public service delivery by provision of a platform for national population databases, national identity programmes, and e-governance.51 Universal and responsive CRVS systems have a crucial part to play in achievement of inclusive, equitable, and people-centred development, prevention of statelessness, improvement of humanitarian planning, and aiding of response to disasters. Reliable and timely vital statistics are important for national authorities to plan, and are increasingly seen as investments that yield high-quality data to underpin effective public policy.

Global political commitment to improvement of health of women and children, exemplified by the work of the Commission on Information and Accountability for Women’s and Children’s Health (COIA) has greatly stimulated interest in CRVS as the most effective way to monitor progress continuously at both national and local levels.52-54 Countries that have made substantial progress towards universal health coverage have stressed the importance of a functioning CRVS system for definition of the so-called universe of need, which only good CRVS systems can do.55

The escalating toll of chronic and non-communicable diseases on human wellbeing and social and economic costs has further highlighted the need to be able to reliably count deaths from leading causes and to measure how rapidly they are changing in low-income and middle-income countries, in which longitudinal data for these dynamics are weakest.56-58

Harnessing the potential of innovation

A desire to achieve measurable progress in a short time frame has stimulated growing interest in the potential of information technologies—including internet-enabled
mobile communication devices—to simplify information capture at family or population level, and registration and issuance of certificates at community level, accelerate data compilation and transfer, and enhance capacities for data storage and sharing. In 2010, the Monitoring of Vital Events through Innovation Technology (MoVE-IT) initiative offered some support to various innovative approaches. Kenya, Rwanda, and Tanzania used rapid-short message service (SMS) technology to transmit information about births and deaths to the local civil registration authorities. Ghana assessed the feasibility of reinforcement of vital registration in rural communities using volunteer structures and information technologies for data transfer and dissemination.

A review of these and other information technology projects for CRVS concluded that a strong integrated programme logic should drive the system-strengthening efforts, rather than simply the availability of a new technology. An important lesson is that legal processes need to be established so that an SMS can be treated as a formal notification to registration authorities. Successful scaling up of promising information technology projects needs a step-by-step systems-integrative approach, building on what is available, and sustained capacity development, rather than seeking simple quick fixes in new technologies.

Some countries, including Bangladesh, Iran, and Thailand are creating a population register that links population, health, and social security databases by use of unique individual identification numbers. In Bangladesh, interventions to strengthen CRVS are being introduced nationally as part of the national Digital Bangladesh e-governance scheme, which involves several sectors, ministries, and the private sector, with leadership and oversight by the Prime Minister’s Office. As part of this scheme, pregnancy outcomes and child survival will be tracked with mobile devices at the community level.

This whole-of-government agenda benefits from high-level political commitment and coordination, a national system of unique individual identification, which enables interoperability across several databases, and field-level workers who enter data from digital services directly, many of whom work in the health sector.

A good legal foundation is essential to ensure security and privacy of personal data and to set standards for database interoperability, confidentiality, data protection, and personnel clearance. Such safeguards help to bolster trust that information will be used for public good. When this system is in place, the population register is a valuable method to improve national and local administration. Furthermore, the population database is a source of data for in-depth and long-term cohort studies designed to answer important public policy questions. For example, the Danish population register is the source for research of a wide range of topics, including analysis of twinning rates, effect of smoking on fetal and neonatal survival, socioeconomic determinants of adult mortality, and risk factors for suicide in young people.

Even without a comprehensive population register, availability of individual identifiers for health care enables record linkage, for example by use of computerised algorithms to link death certificates of reproductive-aged women with maternal identifiers for birth and fetal death certificates, or to compare records between death registry and hospital discharge databases. This development has enabled more complete identification of all maternal deaths, reductions of misreports, and more accurate monitoring of the maternal mortality ratio, and has contributed to improved understanding of causes and circumstances of maternal deaths.

**CRVS and individual identity systems**

Many countries are seeking to establish functional systems of identity management. Historically, the CRVS infrastructure, with its protected archival records of vital events, has provided the foundation for individual identity management, and has been of well documented value in the aftermath of catastrophes when people need to be able to establish their identity to reunite with family and to access social services. For example, after Typhoon Haiyan in 2013 in the Philippines, many individuals lost their civil registration documents, which are crucial to obtain government benefits and access basic services. The situation was particularly acute for surviving children and adolescents, who were vulnerable to human trafficking and other related child protection issues. Although many local civil registration offices lost their equipment and records, the well maintained central archives enabled rapid issuance of replacements for damaged or lost birth, marriage, and death certificates.

In the past 10 years, growing demands for improved individual identity management, often driven by security concerns and a desire to reduce duplication and wastage in service delivery and social security disbursements, have led to development of standalone population identification schemes that use electronic individual identification with biometrics. Perhaps the best known, and certainly the largest, example is India’s Universal Identification (UID) programme, an electronic database of more than 1 billion residents established to improve delivery of government services, to reduce fraud and corruption, to create robust voting processes, and to improve security. The Indian UID is privately run and not linked to the civil registration system managed by the Registrar General and Census Commissioner, and is thus not part of the national statistical system. This issue has led to some confusion; the UID is essentially an identity infrastructure designed to authenticate individual identity, not to confer rights and privileges such as citizenship and its associated benefits. Enrolment starts at the age of 5 years because biometric identification is rarely feasible in infants. Once issued, the unique identification is fixed for life and is not affected by
Panel 2: Regional civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) initiatives

Africa
Substantial mobilisation of countries and political branches of government has already been accomplished in Africa through the Africa Programme on Accelerated Improvement of CRVS (APAI CRVS) led by the UN Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), the African Union Commission (AUC), and the African Development Bank, supported by different UN agencies, and regional and international organisations. The programme has high-level political endorsement, and the Second Conference of Africa Ministers Responsible for Civil Registration, held in Durban, South Africa, on Sept 6–7, 2012, endorsed the recommendation of experts that all African countries should conduct comprehensive country assessments of their CRVS systems and formulate country-owned, concrete, and time-bound national action plans for improvement of CRVS systems. APAI CRVS is supported by a medium-term regional CRVS plan from 2011 to 2015. An updated regional plan for the period 2016–2020 was endorsed at the Third Conference of African Ministers responsible for Civil Registration (Feb 9–13, 2015, Côte d’Ivoire). APAI CRVS is now a permanent ministerial forum under the AUC. High demand is being received from countries for technical support for assessments, derivation of strategic, prioritised, and costed CRVS development plans, and for training in CRVS data collection, analysis, and use.

The Asia–Pacific region
The Asia–Pacific region, under the auspices of the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), with support from UN agencies and regional organisations, has developed a regional programme for CRVS, which was endorsed at a high-level meeting of decision makers from national statistical organisations, civil registration offices, ministries of health, and other relevant stakeholders in December, 2012. A core element of the regional plan is establishment of a regional support mechanism to respond to high demand from countries for technical support for assessments, national CRVS development plans, and training. In 2014, in response to a UN ESCAP Commission Resolution, a Ministerial Conference on Civil Registration and Vital Statistics in Asia and the Pacific took place, attended by 22 ministers and senior representatives from the registration, health and statistics sectors, and civil society. The conference declared 2015–24 to be the CRVS Decade for Asia and the Pacific. Delegations agreed ambitious goals to be achieved by 2024 and the importance of political commitment across sectors, and reaffirmed the need for an all-of-government approach to strengthening of CRVS.

In the Pacific Islands—some of the smallest and most remote countries in the world—registration and counting of each vital event in a timely way can be especially challenging owing to vast distances between islands and the scarcity of reliable and continuous communications. In response, the Pacific Vital Statistics Action Plan was developed with support from the Brisbane Accord Group (BAG), which brings together agencies, academia, donors, and development partners in the Pacific region. The BAG has supported 15 Pacific countries and territories, of which 90% had undertaken a comprehensive assessment of CRVS, and 39% had developed a national improvement plan by 2015. After the ministerial meeting, a partnership was announced between ESCAP and the Bloomberg Philanthropies to integrate a gender equity component into the regional initiative.

Eastern Mediterranean
The WHO eastern Mediterranean regional CRVS strategy was endorsed by health ministers at the regional committee meeting in October, 2013. Development of the regional strategy involved country consultation, with representatives from ministries of health, statistics, registration, justice, and the interior. The regional strategy has support from key agencies working in the region, including WHO, UNICEF, UNFPA, and UN ESCAP. The League of Arab States has affirmed its commitment to improvement of CRVS in the region and to development of a regional strategic plan for CRVS. Of the 22 countries in the region, all have completed rapid CRVS assessments and five have gone on to do comprehensive assessments and develop national improvement plans.

The Americas
The Inter-American Development Bank has worked on civil registration issues for a decade, and finances projects that seek to improve interconnectivity and interoperability between civil registries and vital statistics agencies to ensure timely and complete reporting of vital events as part of the Institutions for Growth and Social Welfare Strategy, approved in 2011. Two of the pillars of the strategy are registry and identity management, and national statistics systems. The Pan American Health Organization developed a Regional Plan of Action for Strengthening Vital and Health Statistics in 2008, and its implementation in countries is well advanced. Each country set a target for improvement of registration coverage depending on the baseline. So far, 11 of 25 countries have reached or surpassed their targets. Key features of CRVS in the region are the important role of the health sector in notification and official certification of vital events, and its strong collaboration with national statistics offices in data compilation, analysis, and dissemination. However, despite regional momentum, for countries with the least developed CRVS systems, to ensure that registration is available to all people is difficult, owing to poverty and remoteness of many communities. Furthermore, although considerable gains have been made in registration of births, incentives and capacities to register and count all deaths and causes of death need to be strengthened.
Initially, several countries benefitted from start-up agencies, academic partners, and regional initiatives, accompanied by growing engagement of donors, UN Increased country commitment to CRVS has been sustained partner engagement for capacity development

Many other countries with weak or dysfunctional CRVS systems, including some of the poorest in the world, invest in establishment of national identifications, often at high cost. Biometric identity cards are increasingly used for delivery of government services. Expensive biometric voter registration has become much more common. However, use of such systems raises several concerns from legal, privacy, security, and human rights perspectives. Evaluation and documentation of such experiences would help to identify ways to maximise potential benefits of linkages between CRVS, population registers, and systems for individual identification.

We make the case that establishment of systems of unique personal identifiers, including biometrics, should be based on CRVS and start at the birth of each individual rather than being established as separate systems as people become eligible for particular services. The foundational document for all identification systems should be the birth certificate. This position was emphasised in the statement that followed the First International Identity Management Conference that took place in Seoul, South Korea, in September, 2014.73

Death registration is equally important because it enables removal of individuals from the population register and identification system, which is important because identification systems are used to update electoral registers and for distribution of goods and services. The population register and individual identification system should be seen as logical extensions of CRVS, which is the only mechanism that provides registration, identification, and statistical functions from start to end of life.

Sustained partner engagement for capacity development

Increased country commitment to CRVS has been accompanied by growing engagement of donors, UN agencies, academic partners, and regional initiatives. Initially, several countries benefited from start-up technical or financial support from the Health Metrics Network at WHO and the Health Information Systems Knowledge Hub at the University of Queensland, but both ceased operations in 2013. Continued support for country assessment and planning has come from regional bodies, including the UN Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, the Brisbane Accord Group, the Secretariat of the Pacific Community, and WHO regional offices (panel 2).773–40

As of November, 2014, 25 countries identified as priorities by the COIA92 are finalising or have completed national CRVS plans. Capacity development and financial inputs will be needed during the start-up phases of implementation and for documentation, monitoring, and evaluation of progress. Methods have been developed to guide country assessments,44–47 enable uptake of best practices,48 estimate costs, formulate investment cases,89,90 and improve quality of mortality registration, crucial assessment of data quality and plausibility, and cause-of-death ascertainment.15–16,95.96 Of particular value to countries with weak capacities for implementation of ICD are methods designed to improve quality of cause-of-death coding and to enable countries unable to code to ICD 3 or 4 digits to report causes of death according to a simplified ICD structure.77,78

Regional initiatives have had an essential advocacy role and helped to generate political commitment at ministerial levels. These initiatives have established mechanisms for exchange of experiences and sharing of technical knowledge and expertise, and have drawn attention to the need to adapt available worldwide CRVS standards to regional challenges. For example, the ECA is developing operational guidance for registration of deaths, with particular reference to Africa. Modernisation of existing guidance and methods is likewise important; UN guidance for computerisation of CRVS dates from 1998, and is seriously outdated in view of fast-moving technical advances.79 The vast potential of information technologies to accelerate progress of registration, identity management, production, sharing, and use of vital statistics needs to be harnessed. International standards of legislation, unique identifiers, interoperability, data protection, privacy, and confidentiality are likewise urgently needed.

The development community has a key part to play. Taken together, these advocacy, awareness-creation, methods-development, and coalition-building efforts (panel 3)100–121 suggest an acceleration of momentum for CRVS. Although not yet shown by improved CRVS coverage and quality, these activities should enable measurable progress in the near future. In November, 2014, Asia–Pacific countries began a decade of action to improve CRVS. Countries have set ambitious goals for 2015–24: to achieve universal registration of births, deaths, and other vital events; to provide all individuals with legal documentation of civil registration of vital events; and to generate accurate, complete, and timely vital statistics (including for causes of death), on the basis of registration records.102 Ability to monitor progress towards goals such as these will be essential, as argued in the paper by Mikkelsen and colleagues103 in this Series.

CRVS and the data revolution

The so-called new data revolution104 has been described as the following: “a technology revolution”; “open data”; “capacity building in national statistics agencies”; “a big survey push”; and “a focus on data use”.121-124 To clarify matters, the UN Secretary-General created an Independent
Panel 3: Major milestones in civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) progress throughout the past decade

2003
- WHO Director-General Jong-wook Lee says "To make people count, we first need to be able to count people."100

2004
- Health Metrics Network (HMN) established to strengthen health information systems

2005
- HMN framework for health information systems includes strong focus on CRVS101

2006
- First Monitoring of Vital Events (MoVE) initiative established by HMN to produce a series of papers about the importance of CRVS

2007
- The Lancet "Who counts?" series draws attention to the so-called scandal of invisibility
- WHO Director-General Margaret Chan, in an address to WHO staff (Nov 12, 2007) says "Without these health data (from CRVS) we have no reliable way of knowing whether interventions are working, and whether development aid is producing the desired health outcomes"103
- Publication of WHO verbal autopsy standards designed to introduce more consistency and cross-comparability of verbal autopsy-derived mortality data31
- Publication of CD-ROM compilation of CRVS-related tools and guidelines104

2008
- Health Information Systems Knowledge Hub (UQ HISHub) at the University of Queensland School of Population Health established and immediately prioritises CRVS and CRVS tools development

2009
- Expert Group workshop on CRVS organised by UN Economic Commission for Africa105
- UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) Committee on Statistics addresses CRVS106

2010
- HMN MoVE-IT initiative supports country improvement projects in more than 14 country settings107
- Sixth Africa Symposium for Statistical Development (Cairo, Egypt; November, 2010) prioritises CRVS108
- First Conference of African Ministers Responsible for Civil Registration (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia; Aug 13–14, 2010)109
- Secretariat of the Pacific Community University of Queensland Brisbane Accord Group (BAG) established to coordinate and lead support for CRVS development in the Pacific
- Publication of UQ HISHub and Australia Bureau of Statistics guide on development of a business case for CRVS
- Publication of WHO/UQ HISHub/HMN CRVS assessment and strategic planning tools

2011
- ESCAP high-level meeting passed a resolution on CRVS and endorsed the framework for a regional strategy105
- Pacific Vital Statistics Action Plan developed by BAG endorsed by health ministers107
- Commission on Information and Accountability for Women’s and Children’s Health (COIA) prioritises CRVS10

2012
- Publication of the 2010 Global Burden of Disease Study of global and regional mortality by major causes and age groups, which identifies the need to strengthen country CRVS systems111
- Seventh Africa Symposium for Statistical Development (Durban, South Africa) adopts 6-year plan for CRVS112
- Second ministerial meeting on CRVS in South Africa addresses the need to improve human resources and infrastructure for CRVS in African countries
- Publication of UQ HISHub handbook for doctors on cause of death ascertainment
- First report of the COIA Independent Expert Review Group (iERG) identifies key actions needed to improve CRVS52
- WHO develops simplified verbal autopsy instrument to facilitate routine application, including in CRVS systems

2013
- WHO/UQ HISHub/HMN comprehensive CRVS Resource Kit published
- CRVS Global Summit calls for establishment of a global alliance for CRVS
- UN Human Rights Council Resolution on birth registration draws attention to the importance of birth registration and vital statistics for human rights, child protection, and humanitarian planning113
- ESCAP Commission Resolution calls for ministerial-level meeting on CRVS in 2014114
- Establishment of ESCAP Regional Steering Group to guide development and implementation of the ESCAP regional plan for CRVS115
- WHO Eastern Mediterranean Regional Office technical meetings on CRVS and adoption by the EMR Regional Committee of the Regional Strategy for the improvement of CRVS116
- First costing study on CRVS developed117
- Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation Global Health Metrics Forum includes a session on CRVS
- Second report of the iERG draws attention to slow progress in improvement of CRVS (Continues on next page)
commitment, and effective coordination and partnerships.

Counts—called for investments in innovation, national sustainable development that, in its report—A World that
understands mortality and burden of disease, and to identify population health and education needs, to better understand mortality and burden of disease, and to accurately measure health trends. Uniquely, CRVS systems not only produce better statistics than other data sources, but also provide improved individual rights, equity, and accountability in a way that no other data strategy can do. The benefits of investment in CRVS will accrue across many sectors, including health, social protection, governance, and socioeconomic development, and will benefit individuals and families.35-37 Realisation of these benefits will not be possible without sustained and substantial support from national policy makers and from regional and global development partners. The final report in this series will consider how such support can be channelled.
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